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*** 

The company’s  own trial  shows its  shot  caused 200 side effects  (10 severe)  for  each RSV
infection it  stopped. You read that right: 200 to 1. RSV is a cold for most adults.  Will
regulators step up?

As demand for its mRNA Covid shot craters, Moderna is chasing approval for a new mRNA
jab with similarly severe side effects – but against a virus even milder than Covid.

Winning approval for the jab, which reduces cases of respiratory syncytial virus, or RSV, is
critical for Moderna’s future. The company has told investors RSV shots could make $10
billion a year.

The only problem: data from Moderna’s own pivotal clinical trial for its RSV shot. The trial
showed  the  new  jab  causes  hundreds  of  side  effects  –  including  10  cases  of  severe  side
effects – for each RSV infection it prevents.

If RSV were very dangerous, that side-effect profile might make sense.

But it isn’t. The Centers for Disease Control reports that RSV usually causes “mild, cold-like
symptoms.”

As it pursues approval, Moderna has vastly overestimated RSV’s lethality. A review of death
certificates found that RSV kills about 35 American adults a year – about as many as die in
lightning strikes, and one four-hundredth as many as Moderna has claimed. (Yes, you read
that right; Moderna has overstated adult deaths from RSV by a factor of 400. Proof below.)
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When Moderna applied for authorization for its Covid mRNA jab in 2020, the world was so
desperate  to  beat  the  coronavirus  that  regulators  ignored  obvious  red  flags  about  side
effects.

Three years later, will they make the same mistake twice?

(THE ANSWER, OR AT LEAST MORE QUESTIONS, BELOW.)

To its credit (and likely at the FDA’s insistence), Moderna ran a large and carefully designed
Phase 3 clinical trial for its RSV jab.

Like its Covid cousin, the RSV shot consists of a strand of mRNA inside a tiny ball of fat, or
lipid nanoparticle. The mRNA hijacks our cells so they make a protein that is part of the
virus. Our immune systems then recognize that protein as an invader, giving us a headstart
in making antibodies to attack the real virus.

Moderna began its Phase 3 RSV trial in February 2022 and enrolled about 35,000 adults over
age 60. Half received the jab and half a placebo shot that had no mRNA. (The RSV jab
requires only a single dose for its initial regimen, unlike the Covid shot.)

Eleven months later, Moderna had great news!

“mRNA-1345  demonstrated  vaccine  efficacy  of  83.7%  against  RSV  lower  respiratory  tract
disease, defined by 2 or more symptoms in older adults,” the company reported in a press
release on Jan. 17, 2023. And the shot was “generally well-tolerated.”

Based on those results, the company said it would submit the jab for approval.

*

Moderna wasn’t lying. Exactly.

But here’s what the trial actually showed.

Nine people  who received the shot  got  RSV.  Fifty-five who received the placebo did.  Thus
the 17,500 shots prevented 46 cases of RSV.

What  about  side  effects?  Moderna  didn’t  break  out  those  numbers  in  the  initial  press
release.

But a month later, in a respiratory virus conference in Portugal, it did. For reasons that are
not clear, the presentation is difficult to find online, but it is available here.

It shows people who received the jab instead of the placebo reported an extra 10,156 side
effects such as headache or fatigue. Those side effects included an extra 455severe effects,
rated as Grade 3 or worse.

Side effects are rated on a five-point scale, with Grade 5 being death and Grade 4 usually
requiring immediate medical treatment and hospitalization. Grade 3 side effects are defined
as “severe or medically significant.”

For example, a Grade 3 fever is usually defined as over about 102 degrees, while a Grade 4
is over 104.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4211642/
https://investors.modernatx.com/news/news-details/2022/Moderna-Initiates-Phase-3-Portion-of-Pivotal-Trial-for-mRNA-Respiratory-Syncytial-Virus-RSV-Vaccine-Candidate-Following-Independent-Safety-Review-of-Interim-Data/default.aspx
https://investors.modernatx.com/news/news-details/2023/Moderna-Announces-mRNA-1345-an-Investigational-Respiratory-Syncytial-Virus-RSV-Vaccine-Has-Met-Primary-Efficacy-Endpoints-in-Phase-3-Trial-in-Older-Adults/default.aspx
https://investors.modernatx.com/news/news-details/2023/Moderna-Announces-mRNA-1345-an-Investigational-Respiratory-Syncytial-Virus-RSV-Vaccine-Has-Met-Primary-Efficacy-Endpoints-in-Phase-3-Trial-in-Older-Adults/default.aspx
https://s29.q4cdn.com/435878511/files/doc_presentations/2023/02/rsvvw-p301-ia-oral-presentation_final-update.pdf
https://ctep.cancer.gov/protocoldevelopment/electronic_applications/docs/ctcae_v5_quick_reference_8.5x11.pdf
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In other words, a single Grade 3 side effect is likely to be considerably more severe than a
case of RSV for most adults. Again, Moderna’s shot caused 10 of those side effects for every
RSV infection it prevented.

(Whole lot of adverse reactions going on!)

Moderna also did not and has not broken out what are called “serious adverse events” in the
trial.

Those  are  a  separate  category  of  side  effect  that  can  occur  at  any  time in  a  clinical  trial;
regulators and investigators then judge whether they are related to the vaccine. In the trials
for mRNA Covid shots, people who had received the shots had many more serious adverse
events as well as immediate side effects; it is likely the RSV jabs followed the same pattern,
though until Moderna discloses the data no one outside the company will know.

This  terrible  side  effect  profile  might  be  slightly  more  palatable  if  adults  needed  only  one
RSV shot for permanent protection, but neither Moderna nor anyone else is even pretending
that will be the case.

In its presentations to investors, Moderna groups the RSV shot with Covid and flu jabs, which
are given annually (or more, in the case of the Covid shot). Further, both clinical trial and
real-world  experience  with  Covid  shots  suggests  that  the  side  effects  will  be  the  same  or
worse  as  the  number  of  mRNA  doses  increases.  In  other  words,  the  side  effect  profile
Moderna  disclosed  in  the  Phase  3  trial  is  the  best-case  scenario  –  not  the  worst.

*

Two  days  before  its  presentation  at  the  Portugal  conference,  Moderna  tweeted  an
announcement about the conference, with a short video that included this factoid:

(The dead, piled like cordwood…)
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As Moderna pursues approval for the RSV shot, it has repeatedly pointed to estimates that
RSV causes 10,000 or more deaths in older adults.

But those figures are based – wait for it – on computer modeling that attempts to correlate
changes in RSV infections with the number of deaths from pneumonia and other respiratory
illnesses.

When researchers  look  at  death  certificates  directly  to  see how physicians  have codedthe
cause of  death,  they  find far,  far  fewer  RSV deaths.  In  2021,  researchers  examined every
death certificate in the United States from 2005 to 2016 to see how many deaths had been
attributed to RSV.

They found 405 deaths in adults over 50 over the twelve-year period.

That’s 35 a year. Not 14,000.

https://twitter.com/moderna_tx/status/1628153800757313536
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2789446
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/hsr2.428
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And only 148 of those cases – about 12 a year – were deaths where RSV was listed as a
primary cause rather than a contributing factor.

That’s about one-sixth as many Americans as are killed by lawnmowers every year.

(Back to life, back to reality… See that “148” at the bottom of the blue highlighted column?
That’s how many American adults over 50 actually died primarily from RSV. In TWELVE
years.)

 SOURCE

Still, Moderna is barreling ahead with its new shot.

On its 4th annual “vaccines day” three weeks ago, it told investors it expected to be able to
charge “premium pricing compared to  flu” –  even though influenza is  far  more dangerous
than RSV to adults and flu shots have far fewer side effects.

RSV shots for adults could be an $8 billion annual market, the company claimed.

https://www.daytondailynews.com/military/lawn-mowers-can-cause-variety-of-harm/2AUKGMCXFFB3JIKCT7RIC362EE/#:~:text=The%20lawn%20mower%20is%20one,by%20lawn%20mowers%20than%20lightning.
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/hsr2.428
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Then again, Moderna managed to make $35 billion selling Covid jabs that in the long run
actually appear to increase the risk of getting Covid. Why wouldn’t it think it can handle the
FDA this time around too? It has told investors to expect “potential regulatory action… as
early as 4Q2023.”

Given the side effect profile of the RSV shot, Moderna’s confidence is striking. The company
may simply believe regulators will be afraid to stand up to it – knowing that doing so will
inevitably raise questions about the Covid jab.

For drug companies, cynicism pays. Very well indeed.

*
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